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This paper describes the design of an algebraic computations system named VIEWS which has been written in Smalltalk. VIEWS has been designed to allow for the manipulation of a large variety of algebraic objects while still maintaining system cohesion and extensibility. The facilities developed to accomplish this include: the dynamic creation and manipulation of computational domains, viewing these domains as various categories (such as groups, rings, or fields), and expressing algorithms generically at the level of categories. These elements of the VIEWS system design led directly to the introduction of three new concepts added to Smalltalk: parameterized classes, protocol views, and categories. Overall, this provides a powerful basis for the design of a computer algebra system.


This article discusses the architecture of the actor model, which provides support for distributed databases. The author illustrates how all computations in the actor systems can be structured in terms of transactions. He also mentions Hybrid's implemented solutions for consistency, concurrency control, and deadlock.


In this paper, information on the actor languages is presented with an overview of the actor model, plus a discussion on the advantages of actor languages in the design of large-scale concurrent architectures. Actors are agents that fulfill their actions when confronted by incoming communications. A discussion is also made on higher-level actor languages that use inheritance and delegation for conceptual organization and structuring respectively.

This paper presents an outline on OPAL, a combined run time and application development system. The authors also discuss the structure of the intended environment for OPAL, from the architecture to the basic system concepts including the Object-based model. A brief discussion is also presented on the development of an application within this model.


This paper deals with the experience of constructing and using a distributed object-oriented window manager. The goal of this experiment is to provide a flexible interface to a distributed, heterogeneous computing system. Through this object-oriented interface, Flamingo emerges as a kernel window manager which provides a dynamic linkage between different window management systems and graphic packages.


Hurricane is a recent and very efficient compilation system designed for the Smalltalk-80(TM) language. The unique aspect of this compiler is that it tries to make use the semantics of the language. This new approach can be handled through the development of a type declaration and inference mechanism. Details are provided for the implementation of the compiler.


QUICKTALK is a dialect of Smalltalk-80 which was designed to depict the primitive Smalltalk methods. QUICKTALK provides better performance over bytecodes by abolishing the interpreter loop on bytecode execution, the removal of redundant class checking, and a decrease in the number of message send/returns via binding some target methods at compilation. This paper discusses the changes that were made in the Smalltalk-80 system and compiler.

Virtual Instruments is a support environment - implemented in Smalltalk-80 - which provides electronic test and measurement (T & M) applications. The main users are test engineers who specialize in the computer literate domain. In order to achieve software development without writing code, a programming paradigm composed of a bottom-up virtual instrument synthesis uses human interface models from the applications domain.


A new object-based language for the construction of distributed applications is presented. Called Emerald, its goal is to simplify distributed programming through language support while also providing acceptable performance and flexibility, both locally and in the distributed environment. Emerald is fundamentally designed around objects which can encapsulate the concepts of process, procedure, data and location. In Emerald, objects are fully mobile and can move from node to node within the network, even during invocation. This paper emphasizes the various aspects of Emerald objects and the language's use of abstract types.


The authors describe the Common Lisp Object-Oriented Programming System, CommonLoops, which merges object-oriented programming smoothly into the procedure-oriented design of Lisp. By integrating Lisp data types with object classes, CommonLoops makes it easy to incrementally move a program between the procedure and object-oriented styles. One of the most important features of CommonLoops is the use of meta-objects which make practical both efficient implementation of and experimentation with new ideas for object-oriented programming. This system shares many similarities with several of the other important object-oriented languages and CommonLoops' small kernel is powerful enough to implement these languages.

This paper discusses an object-oriented architecture designed for a tutoring system which handles objects portraying knowledge elements that are taught by the tutors. These elements are known as bites which inherit both knowledge organization and tutoring components. The tutoring component provides the necessary features which handle tutoring tasks such as diagnosis, student modeling, and task selection. The authors demonstrate this approach through the implementation of several tutors.


This paper describes how inflexible the object-oriented constraints are in the schema of conceptual model language. An example of this problem is to allow the existence of objects which violates constraints and to allow contradictory class definitions. The problems that exist with persistent exceptional objects can be resolved through a form of exception handling. Also featured are the advantages in building an exception handling language within an object-oriented paradigm.


Program Visualization is a graphical display which helps programmers form a precise mental image of a program's structure and function. The goal of the Program Visualization (PV) designers is to extend application-specific graphical support techniques and develop new graphics tools that together can be used at each stage of the software life cycle. After this process is completed, then the next challenge is to include the separate phases of the software development process into a unified conceptual framework.


This paper illustrates how the definitions of type and subtype fail to correspond to their natural usage in programming languages. In an algebraic model, inheritance is expanded into a generalized version which means that the subtype relation is structured with property-preserving mappings. The algebraic model is also constructed from a second order (polymorphic) lambda calculus which contains subtype polymorphism which is related to inheritance.

This paper proposes the use of an object-oriented approach as a suitable means for building models of distributed systems. An example given is the case of Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) Systems using ADA as the implementation language. A system using this approach is built up in three steps: control and synchronization aspects for each object class are treated using Petri nets, data are entered specifying the internal states of the objects and their passed messages, and the connections between the objects are introduced by a data flow diagram between classes. The approach offers advantages such as: support of conceptual models, integrated graphical representation, and building executable specifications. The flexibility of the approach and the possibility of using a knowledge-based user interface promote rapid prototyping and reusability.


The subject of this paper is object-oriented programming's effect on the design, evolution and capability of a debugger called Pi. The author describes the development of Pi in C++ and why object-oriented programming worked well in that language. Object-oriented programming was initially chosen as a means of experimenting with a browser-type graphical user interface to the debugger. After the application of object-oriented techniques, several extra benefits such as symbol table structure, multi-process debugging and target environmental independence were also achieved.


This paper concentrates on the design decisions which led to this new Smalltalk-80(TM) implementation. While Smalltalk-80(TM) retains features of its previous images, it also provides for a large object space and an interpreter. The interpreter has generation based garbage collection, but no object table. The performance results indicate that the Smalltalk-80(TM) implementation can handle a large number of active objects.

The paper discusses how object-oriented programming can make iconic user interface affordable. Iconic interface uses pictures instead of text and numbers as information guides, which increases the design cost. Encapsulation and inheritance are the two features which build the iconic interface through direct program integration of generic components and through the new application-specific components which inherit work from generic components in the library. The authors also illustrate a program called Workbench, which demonstrates how object-oriented programming and its ability to reuse code in generic Software-IC (reusable classes) libraries can build iconic applications at a reduced rate.


An intelligent interface assists users in the execution of their tasks. The paper discusses an intelligent interface that uses an object management system to manage object and task instantiations and their associations between one another. This object management system looks like a data model that emphasizes the modeling of operations.


This paper introduces a system of notation for diagramming the message sending dialogue that takes place between objects that are involved in an object-oriented computation. In this system, objects are represented by boxes (labeled by the object's class) and messages are represented by directed arcs from the sending object to the receiving object. Other details of the notation system are also provided. The Smalltalk-80 system is used and its code has been extended to automatically collect information and construct diagrams utilizing an enhanced debugger utility. The authors have used these diagrams successfully as a teaching aid for students learning object-oriented programming.


This paper investigates the use of probes for monitoring system status in a distributed system network. Probes are a form of emergency status enquiries that can be effectively used for system monitoring, reconfiguration, fault tolerance and interactive debugging support. A prototype operating/programming environment called Clouds, which is implemented on VAX/750 computers, is selected for probe usage. Clouds is a distributed, object-oriented operating system which is wholly structured on the object concept. The author presents a short summary of the design criteria, goals and architecture of the Clouds system. He also describes how the probe system fits into the existing Clouds design.

This presentation illustrates a distributed object manager which allows various Smalltalk-80 systems to share objects over a local-area network. The following are principles which support this object manager: location transparency and uniformed object naming, unique object representation and use of symbolic links for remote access, object migration and distributed garbage collection. An implemented version of this object manager is currently being integrated on a two nodes configuration.


This paper is about the ACT compiler which optimizes the translation of the Scripter programming language into actors. Details are given on the transformation of Scripter's synchronous function calls into asynchronous message sends which are acceptable to actors. Information is also provided on the conservation of time and space through the minimizing of the number of message sends and the number of customer and customer scripts generated.


This paper discusses some aspects of database operations; specifically those for the Hewlett-Packard Iris DBMS prototype. The Iris data model is designed to be object-oriented by including data abstraction and the entity concept as central features. These features give the Iris object-oriented data model a clear advantage over a conventional data model (such as the Relational Model), by allowing database operations to be directly specified and stored in the DBMS. The authors go on to describe the specific operational features chosen for Iris and its prototype development.


The author discusses the design of Smalltalk and suggest ways to improve the language. Some of these improvements exist in garbage collecting, late versus early binding, and models for the interpreter. He also compares the advantages of a token-threaded interpreter to Smalltalk's byte-code interpreter in regards to a new language, called Actor, which supports early binding and other optimizations.

An object-oriented interface from a Smalltalk-80 programming environment to a UNIX-like operating system is presented and discussed. This interface imposes an object-oriented paradigm on operating system facilities. The goals for interface implementation include: access to low level operating facilities; use of higher order abstractions based on system calls, for operating system functions; cooperation between Smalltalk programs and conventionally compiled programs; creation of a window oriented operating system command interface. The author gives several examples of cooperating Smalltalk and operating system processes.


The object of this paper is to apply the SPOOL language to the annotated system PROMPTER. The SPOOL language is based on object-oriented and logic programming. The result of this combination was the formalization of domain knowledge into declarative data types which were reusable in different contexts. Further study is needed in the linguistic area to explore the full potential of this combination.


This paper is about a new language, FOOPS (Foundations of Object-Oriented Programming System), which provides several new features, rigorous logical semantics, and unifies object-oriented programming with functional programming. FOOPS has three distinct techniques which are discussed: subsorts for multiple-inheritance, comparison between abstract data type and "object" modules, and a built-in data type written in a sub-language. Some of the new features that are mentioned are: user-definable abstract data type, flexible typing, semantics, and the mixing of coding with specifications.


Interval, a tool in the Intermedia system, allows inventors to explore new ideas and to build linked timelines. Interval is written in the object-oriented version of C. The purpose of this paper is to discuss the object-oriented architecture and the appropriate building blocks which makeup the main framework of the Interval system.

This presentation is about the improper usage of mixins within the multiple-inheritance class. Mixins is defined as the mixing of sets of operations in classes with usually larger classes. The paper presents us with a solution to this problem through an "enhancement" technique which has advantages over the present mixin method.


When a problem such as multiple polymorphic expressions exit in object-oriented programming, a breakdown occurs which causes the coding structure to disembark. A technique designed to solve this problem contains all of the object-oriented programming features which can confront any form of polymorphism. Although this technique is written in Smalltalk-80 syntax, other object-oriented languages can also be used.


This paper introduces an overview on the components of an object and its capability for concurrent execution in the Orient84/K language. A new schema is proposed and described for an adept execution of concurrent objects. A new interpreter, called ZOOM/VM, is designed to handle this new schema for Orient84/K.


The object of this paper is to illustrate the design philosophy and concurrent constructs of Orient84/K programs. A description on each construct is given, such as asynchronous message passing, synchronization, priority control, access control, and mutual exclusion. An example program for mutual exclusion and access control demonstrates the capabilities of concurrent programming in Orient84/K.

The authors describe their efforts to use object-oriented design in a large scientific application concerning the simulation of radiation therapy treatments for cancer. They describe how they instituted a practical clinical system with implemented objects, inheritance, message passing, windows, and concurrency, using Pascal. The system is implemented on a VAX minicomputer with graphical workstation capability, under a VMS operating system. The authors demonstrate the clear advantage of their object-oriented approach over the traditional scientific language (FORTRAN) array model.


The author discusses visual programming for abstract objects such as time sequence, hierarchy, conditional statements, and framed-based knowledge. A visual programming environment with a graphical language is presented to study the potential of visual programming. The author acknowledges that only a few graphical representations of abstract objects have been developed in the visual programming paradigm. Then he stresses the need for a more general graphical representation of programming objects.


A set of concepts for the development and modeling of large telecommunication systems is presented. The original proposed study was to attempt to unify extensive experience in telecommunication systems design with emerging computer technology. Recent concepts growing out of this have resulted in an example object-oriented language called FDL that models large real time systems.


The factor necessary to increase the speed of Smalltalk is called code optimization. The prerequisite required to build an optimized compiler for Smalltalk is a type-system. However, existing type-systems are not sufficient because of incorrect program typing, run-time type errors and not enough information for optimization. A new type-check system for Smalltalk which is fitting for code optimization is introduced.

This paper describes Matchmaker, an interface specification language and compiler which provides programming language support for distributed, object-oriented programming. Its associated operating system is called Mach, a multiprocessor operating system kernel which provides interprocess communication based on capability. Their usage together provides for a heterogeneous, distributed, object-oriented programming environment. The authors discuss the development and operational performance of the Mach/Matchmaker environment and compare it to other related systems. Possible future directions are also examined.


The author introduces a virtual memory called LOOM (Large Object-Oriented Programming) that is implemented in software that supports Smalltalk-80 on the Xerox Dorado computer. LOOM can provide secondary memory storage on narrow, 16-bit wide word computers. All storage is viewed as Smalltalk objects that contain fields. LOOM swaps objects between primary and secondary memory, and addresses each type of memory with a different sized object pointer. The author further discusses the design and implementation of LOOM as part of an integrated virtual memory and storage management system.


Through samples of various programs, the authors show how object-oriented programming can make a programmer's job simpler. A non-object-oriented program is presented as a learning tool for the Smalltalk language. Detailed information is also presented on the proper usage of the Smalltalk user interface. Finally, an example object-oriented program, implemented in Smalltalk, is written to demonstrate "The Animal Game".


Concurrent Prolog provides computational support for object-oriented programming. These support units are: incomplete messages, unification, direct broadcasting, and concurrency. Although Concurrent Prolog has an excellent support system, there are some doubts about Concurrent Prolog's support for expressing the abstractions of object-oriented programming. A preprocessor, known as Vulcan, can remedy this situation by exploring new variants of object-oriented programming which exists in this framework.

Concurrent Prolog provides computational support for object-oriented programming. These support units are: incomplete messages, unification, direct broadcasting, and concurrency. Although Concurrent Prolog has an excellent support system, there are some doubts about Concurrent Prolog's support for expressing the abstractions of object-oriented programming. A preprocessor, known as Vulcan, can remedy this situation by exploring new variants of object-oriented programming which exists in this framework.


Identity is an element of an object that separates objects from other objects. The spectrum between weak and strong support of identity is examined. Plus, disagreements occur on why a strong identity should exist in the beginning of languages for general purpose programming and database systems. The authors also define a data model which describes complex objects and incorporates identity. A comparison between various implementation schemes for identity is presented. Debates on the purpose of a surrogate-based implementation schema, which supports a strong notion of identity, are also mentioned.


This paper discusses how exemplar-based systems are powerful in comparison to class based systems. Exemplar-based systems can distinguish between class hierarchies and instance hierarchies. The authors present the transformation of a class based Smalltalk to an exemplar-based Smalltalk. The authors also discuss the difference between or-inheritance and and-inheritance and they present an implementation of both.

The authors introduce the reader to OAKLISP, a message based, multiple inheritance dialect of LISP. OAKLISP is based on a conceptual object-oriented language called Scheme. Using the Scheme philosophy, OAKLISP is designed to be simpler and more expressive than LISP by elevating functions to the level of first class objects which can be meaningfully manipulated by user code. Programs are written using LISP syntax, and traditional LISP data types coexist with a Smalltalk style class hierarchy. This provides OAKLISP with better integration of its object-oriented and functional sides than the other new object-oriented languages such as FLAVORS, Object LISP or COMMON LOOPS.


SWAMP (Smalltalk Without All That Much Pipelining) is a processor designed to handle the rapid execution of Smalltalk-80 at a rate of 1.9M bytecode per second performance. This machine achieves this rapid execution through its circuitry, such as tag checking. The processor applies a general principle which locates special problems and handles them promptly.


This paper compares and contrasts the mechanisms of sets and prototypes for sharing behavior between objects in object-oriented programming languages. The author first covers the basic concepts of object representation with respect to artificial intelligence applications. He supports the prototype approach in AI as it corresponds more closely to the way people seem to acquire knowledge from concrete situations, whereas the concept of a set is more abstract and mathematical. The prototype approach holds some advantages for representing default knowledge, and incrementally and dynamically modifying concepts. The mechanism of delegation is used to implement this approach in object-oriented languages.


Animating programs provides information on how a program works through technical and psychological interfaces. Smalltalk is used in these animated programs because of its many facilities and human interface design. The authors discuss the many examples of animation programming through interactive compilers, application accelerators, distributed object managers, and dynamic programming language environments such as Prolog.
This paper presents the development of the GemStone object-oriented database server. The goals and requirements for the system are illustrated through the following subjects: an extensible data model featuring semantics, no artificial bounds on the size of database objects, database features and an interactive development environment. Smalltalk is used to answer some of these requirements, since GemStone supports a model of objects which are like Smalltalk's.

GemStone is an object-oriented database system, which supports objects and messages similar to those in the Smalltalk-80 language. The authors discuss the requirements, goals, and the technical challenges that faced them during the development of this system.

Through the extension of classes any Boolean combination can exist as a class. Boolean classes allow a class of objects which governs a certain method to be properly named. Like predicates, a class can be declared true or false for any object. Although Boolean classes make classes more like predicates, they also preserve the inheritance hierarchy which exists at compile time.

A research project is implemented to devise and experimentally test concepts, techniques and mechanisms to support a distributed object management system. The system, known as the Distributed Personal Knowledge Manager (DPKM), would allow non-computer expert users to define, manipulate, and evolve collections of information. DPKM includes a set of primitive manipulation and retrieval operations, and a mechanism to allow controlled object sharing among multiple data/knowledge bases. A review of the development of a prototype implementation of this system is also provided.

This article presents an overview of work in the field of visual simulation and modeling. The visual method employs extensive graphics for drawing a model on a CRT screen and then observing its behavior through animation and dynamically evolving statistics. Some important advantages of this method include: increasing user efficiency by manipulating complex information pictorially instead of reading text, allowing the user visual access to the internal operations of the process, and letting the user experiment with his model by easily altering its structure and parameters and then observing changes at each step of the modified simulation. As part of their work on this subject, the authors have developed a new visual simulation package prototype called the Performance Analysis Workstation. It is written in C and runs in a UNIX-based environment. The paper describes the package development and experiences to date.


This report compares and contrasts Genericity and Inheritance, which are two alternative methods for ensuring better extendibility, reusability and compatibility of software components. The author discusses a statically typed language, which was formed from the combined features of Genericity and Inheritance. He then presents the programming language Eiffel, which contains multiple inheritance and a limited form of genericity under full static typing.


This paper describes the Intermedia system which is a large scale, object-oriented hypermedia system that provides document linkages. The author presents the educational and technological background within the system. Information is also given on the object-oriented technology that is used in the architecture and construction of the Intermedia system.

An example of a CAD environment that supports the development of integrated circuits is the Application Accelerator Illustration System. Implemented in Smalltalk-80(TM), this system contains a hardware language, timing analyzer, functional simulator, waveform tracer, and data path place and route facility. The goal of the project is to integrate these aspects so that users can move freely with each feature of the system.


Object-oriented programming systems provide a good foundation for building knowledge bases by using networks of interconnected objects in their representations. In support of this, the authors describe a mechanism that provides a way to use a network as a prototype by making virtual copies of it. The use of virtual copies saves time and space in building knowledge bases for design, or for representing contexts in a problem solving system. The virtual copy mechanism extends the functions of object-oriented programming to deal with networks of objects rather than single instances, and allows multiple copies of networks of instances to be constructed incrementally.


This paper describes an updated version of an object oriented programming system call Flavors. It was originally developed to build a window system and other system programming in a LISP program development environment. Flavors is a distributed approach to object oriented programming designed to encourage program modularity, easier development of large complex programs, and high run time efficiency. The author primarily focuses on the overall history, goals and major characteristics of the Flavors system.


The PegaSys is an experimental system that explains program designs and encourages graphical images as formal, machine-processable documentation. The authors give background information on PegaSys and use excerpts to illustrate the style of interaction as well as the three main PegaSys capabilities.

The author discusses how an abstract data type language, Hybrid, tries to unify several object-oriented concepts into a single, coherent system. An overview of the object model and a number of the Hybrid language features are also mentioned. Information is also presented on object management.


The authors present a new generalized object model that allows multi-dimensional inheritance. In this model, objects are organized into networks which eliminates the use of the large superclass and class of all classes. Objects, in this model, act like communicating processes which makes it possible to present simple yet formal semantics for objects and inheritance.


This lecture is about the first object-oriented language, SIMULA. The author presents us with the basic foundation and characterization of object-oriented programming with respect to process and structure. In addition, the author views the prospects of object-oriented programming as a system which includes objects measured by their properties and by the changing of objects’ states.


The subject of this report is the object-oriented language ModPascal, which is a part of the Integrated Software Development and Verification (ISDV) Project. The author shows how algebraic specification, enrichments, parameterized specification or signature morphism can be integrated into the ModPascal language. An investigation is also presented on how formal specification or algebraic verification can lose power and applications without the support of the above abstract data type (ADT) theoretical concepts.

This paper is about the clear concepts of the grid mechanism which is designed to enforce the structure of large, layered, object-oriented programs. The concepts include explicit identifications on program layers and specific access restrictions on program structures. Some techniques are also mentioned which make the global structure of large programs distinct.


This paper first discusses comparative differences between procedure-oriented programming and object-oriented programming. In order for a language to be object-oriented, it must contain the following elements: information hiding, data abstraction, dynamic binding and inheritance. This article discusses these requirements and presents the advantages and disadvantages in using object-oriented programming languages.


Encapsulators represents a new paradigm which builds structured and modular code in object-oriented systems. Encapsulators have applications to problems whose solutions can be cast in terms of performing automatic actions or enforcing access control when an object is sent a message. A discussion is made on how the new software paradigm can be properly integrated into the based Smalltalk-80 image.


A spreadsheet that has been developed by Xerox for implementation in Smalltalk-80 is discussed. Called ASP, Analytic Spreadsheet Analysis, it has the capability to hold any type of Smalltalk-80 object in its spreadsheet cells giving it exceptional power, expandability and flexibility. The keys to ASP's capabilities lie in the options provided by Smalltalk such as the ability to treat programs as data, a readily available compiler, standardized protocols, and polymorphic variables.

This article describes some FORTH extensions which, when compiled into a FORTH-83 standard system, form a new mechanism for defining abstract data systems which fits the description of real world objects. This new mechanism, implemented in FORTH, enables programmers to write object-oriented programs which are similar to Smalltalk-80 programs, but do not have the same power as Smalltalk.


This article emphasizes how graphical images can improve current programming techniques. It discusses the interaction of the user with pictures and how this transfers information to the mind more rapidly than reading text. The most appropriate applications of pictures and images in programming are presented and some recent graphical-programming systems are reviewed.


GARDEN graphical programming system is a programming environment developed at Brown University. In this object-oriented framework, objects represent both programs and data. This paper describes how a practical environment based on graphical programming is achieved through display packages for objects and through a uniform exception mechanism that can handle the variations of graphical representations.


This paper focuses on software techniques to support Smalltalk on conventional architectures. Smalltalk is implemented on an instruction level simulator for a reduced instruction set computer (RISC). The simulator is called SOAR (Smalltalk On A RISC) and is designed to improve the implementation and performance of Smalltalk-80 on a conventional computer. The primary change involves abandoning the virtual machine interpreter for Smalltalk-80, which has proved to be inherently slow in implementation, and instead compiling Smalltalk directly to SOAR machine code. Several changes in object and record manipulation had to be made for this new Smalltalk approach to work effectively.

Smalltalk-80's expressive power is achieved through its class arrangements in a hierarchy. Although inheritance is the main feature of this hierarchy, description promotes the alternative organization of classes. The new option, called descriptive classes, not only uses compile-time type checking, but also the attributes of Smalltalk's hierarchy.


This paper gives an overview of the design and development of a complete object-based programming environment called Trellis, and its implemented language, Trellis/Owl. This language provides for type (class) hierarchy with multiple inheritance which allows for shared operations. Trellis/Owl combines features that facilitate the design, implementation, and evolution of large, complex computer programs. The authors discuss the basic elements of the language and objects, and show how these are specified and implemented using concepts such as types, operations, and components.


An application framework, called MacApp, is examined in this paper. The application framework defines the basic structures that implement the Macintosh user-interface standard without any specific commands. From this framework, a designer can customize his application through the design of object, object performance, and the installation of objects into the framework. The author presents the basic structure of the MacApp, suggestions on the development of an application, and how the MacApp can reduce a Macintosh program development time.


This paper gives an overview of the object-oriented languages which are used on the Apple Macintosh. A table is presented on the characteristics of each language, such as provisions for class methods and accessibility to the MacApp class library. Also provided is information on the mechanism of each programming language on the Macintosh.

This article presents a forms-oriented programming language which simplifies the process of representing data objects and program structures. FORMAL is a practical forms-oriented language, which has a number of visual expressions that can compute a wide range of common data processing tasks. The author tries to prove the feasibility of FORMAL through a comparison between it and another two dimensional language.


This paper evaluates type evolution in a object-oriented database environment. Changing a type is not any easy task since types are defined as objects which are persistent and shared in a database environment. The extent of the change may exist in the object of the type and the programs that use objects of the type. In order for a type designer to create compatible versions of the type, a method is provided which supports timestamping and error handling mechanisms.


Impluse-86 is a foundation - implemented in the Strobe language - which provides the building blocks necessary to construct a variety of domain specific commands that support knowledge based systems. The five building blocks are: Editor, Editor Window, Property Display, Menu, and Operations. These building blocks can handle a range of interaction activities. The Impulse-86 substrate provides those developers - who are not familiar with interactive graphics - the ability to design a special interface for their system.


CommonObjects is an object-oriented extension of Common Lisp which, in the style of Smalltalk and Flavors, supports object-oriented programming. In comparison to other languages, CommonObjects provides greater support to encapsulation with respect to inheritance. An efficient implementation strategy for conventional architectures is briefly described, plus an analysis on nonstandard language features which are necessary for portable implementations.

The author presents an overview of two important concepts in object-oriented programming. The first one is encapsulation which is a technique to maximize modularity and data abstraction capability. The other concept is inheritance which allows subclasses access to all instance variables defined by an ancestor class. Unfortunately, in most object-oriented languages, the introduction of inheritance severely compromises the benefits of encapsulation. The paper discusses the encapsulation/inheritance relationship and develops requirements for full support of encapsulation with inheritance in object-oriented program systems.


This paper compares the object-oriented and process paradigms with an emphasis on their development of large systems. Definitional differences are presented on particular instances of the paradigms. The mechanisms of each paradigm needed to support dynamic code binding, code reuse, and access control are presented and contrasted.


C++ is an added version of the C programming language. C++ was designed to incorporate new features into the C language which can handle type checking, data abstractions, operation overloading, and object-oriented programming.


The author compares the experience of different object-oriented programming designers. He interviewed several people who designed their programs in Objective-C, C++, Object Pascal, and the Smalltalk language. He collected each programmer's thoughts about object-oriented programming and its effect on their projects. These interviews prove how diversifiable these object-oriented programming languages can be for various situations.
This paper discusses an environment for end-user-oriented objects, which can be used in an Office Information System and in particular a Message System. The author studies the specification and implementation of complex objects which have an external behavior that can be visualized by users through analogies from the animal world.


Moving data structures between Smalltalk images is the subject of this paper. Existing Smalltalk images do not have the necessary facilities to handle circular structures properly. A collection of Smalltalk methods, which has advantages over the standard image, was implemented to handle circular structures. The issues that arose during the design, implementation, and usage of these methods were discussed in this paper.


This paper reviews the classification mechanisms which categorize object-oriented systems. A brief discussion is presented on the contrast between communication and state transition paradigms. There is also a focus on how type inheritance transforms from simple descriptive categories to tree-structured hierarchies. Technical details are also included on the structures of algebraic, second order, polymorphic, and lambda calculus in regards to values that are computed with a calculus of classes weaker than calculi.


The author presents an object-oriented programming environment, named Oz, which was designed to easily handle certain aspects of office information systems. Also mentioned are the limitations of Oz and the additional facilities which enhance Oz's capability of managing office data.

Jasmine is an object-oriented system for programming-in-the-large which uses "system model objects" to influence software development. These objects are lifelong and unchangeable since the system models act like historical records. Information is also presented on the JStore, which is a storage system that provides robust, transitional, and write-once storage. The paper further describes the designs for the serialization, location and replication of objects that are used in JStore.


This paper discusses an object system designed to support office work. The authors examine the necessary facilities that must exist in "objects" in order to support different types of office work. They also demonstrate this new model through an office example.


ConcurrentSmalltalk is a programming language/system which is outlined in terms of communication, synchronization, atomic objects, and concurrent constructs. The design and implementation of ConcurrentSmalltalk is also discussed through details on bytecodes, primitives, object representation and garbage collection.


An object-oriented computation model, which incorporates three types of message passing, is designed to demonstrate a variety of concurrent systems. ABCL/1 is the programming language that supports this computation model and through its use, an implementation of distributed problem solving is presented. An example of the reply destination mechanism and future type message passing is given by a distributed "same fringe" algorithm which compares the fringes of two trees (LISP list).

Upholding conformity between a set of persistent objects and a set of changeable type definitions is a difficult problem that exists in object-oriented database systems. The author demonstrates the solution through a set of error handlers connected with versions of a type and a version control mechanism.


This paper also discusses an object system designed to support office work.
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